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A UNIQUE PLATFORM
Hawkamah annual conferences offer a unique platform where leading experts, practitioners, influential
business leaders, high-level regional and international policy-makers, regulators, and investors are
invited to debate on agenda topics in an open and honest dialogue, addressing issues such as where the global
regulation and practice is heading and the extent of corporate governance implementation in the region and
setting the next steps for corporate governance reform.

Annual conferences are designed to promote knowledge transfer, peer-to-peer learning, and the development of
sound and efficient markets and help shape the changing corporate governance landscape in the MENA region.

High-calibre Speakers and Delegates

Represent over 20 Countries

HNWI’s

Board Members, C-suite Executives,
Government Leaders, Diplomats,
Regulators, and Entrepreneurs

Special Focus on GCC
and Adjacent
Countries

Our Audience is
Your Market
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Corporate Culture: The Secret Ingredient
10th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Conference Overview
Corporate culture could be defined as the set of values that influence decision making and behavior at all
levels of the organization. Corporate culture is what makes each organization unique and stand-out among
its peers. A flawed culture has emerged as a root cause of many of recent financial scandals. This has
attracted the attention of regulators and governance experts.
Instead of looking just at specific governance structures, laws and regulations, regulators are starting to look
at culture. This will also be the main focus of Hawkamah’s annual conference this year. The conference will
cover the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The identification/ understanding of what is corporate culture
Ways in which corporate culture can be assessed/ measured
How to change/ influence corporate culture; including role of the Chairman, board and the regulators
Diversity in the boardroom – how to change the culture
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Corporate Culture: The Secret Ingredient
10th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Agenda
8:30 – 9:00

Registration and Coffee
11:00-11:15

Different boards, different cultures
Keynote Address

9:00 – 9:15

Opening Address

9:15 – 9:30

Keynote Address

9:30 – 9:45

Keynote Speaker

11:15 – 11:50

11:50 – 12:20

Keynote Speaker

9:45 – 10:30

Creating Corporate Culture
For a corporate governance framework to be effective, the
organization’s leadership values and principles must be reflected in
day-to-day activities and executive behavior. Corporate governance
is essentially about behavior and this session looks at how companies
can work on their corporate culture by incentivizing the right
behaviors.

The Board’s role in defining and monitoring culture
The board of directors is responsible for deciding on the direction of
the company, approving the strategy, and setting the company’s
values and ethical standards. This session aims at presenting some of
the key areas that the board in charge of and that directly affect the
corporate culture. This includes the tone at the top, risk appetite,
internal audit systems, values and ethics, remuneration and KPIs

This session aims to set the scene for the rest of the day. The session
will cover the concept of culture in general, the meaning of corporate
culture, and what are the elements of corporate culture. The session
also discusses the process of making decisions in companies and the
effect of culture on the process.
11:00 – 11:30
11:00-11:15

12:20-13:00

13:00 – 14:00

Lunch

14.00 – 14:45

A Chairman’s Interview
In this session a Chairman of one of the organizations that went
through a successful process of culture change will be interviewed.
The interview will focus on the reasons that led to desire to change
the organizational culture, how it was done, and what are the lessons
learnt from the experience.

Coffee Break
Different boards, different cultures
Keynote Address

Diversity in the board room – How to change the culture
Board rooms are typically male dominated. The session explores
how to overcome cultural barriers to more female representation in
the boardroom and how board diversity can positively impact the
overall corporate culture.
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Corporate Culture: The Secret Ingredient
10th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Agenda (cont’d)

14:45 – 15:30

Measuring Corporate Culture
This session aims to discuss ways in which we can measure and assess corporate culture. This includes key parameters in
evaluating corporate culture.
Should regulators be concerned about corporate culture? What are the elements of culture that regulators should keep their
eyes on? Can regulation and enforcement change corporate culture?
What are the latest regulatory changes regarding corporate culture? These are some of the questions this session aims to
answer

15:30 – 15:45

Keynote address on sustainability practices and share valuation

15:45 – 16:30

Corporate Culture, Performance, & Sustainability – the implementation challenge
There is a strong correlation between sustainability practices and firm valuation.
Sustainability relates to the business approach that creates long-term shareholder value by embracing opportunities and
managing risks deriving from economic, environmental, and social developments.
However, sustainability practices often require a change in mindset and in behaviors pf employees, .i.e., in corporate culture.
This session focuses on implementation of cultural change in the context of sustainability.

16:30

Closing Ceremony
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OVERVIEW OF PAST CONFERENCES

Internal

PAST CONFERENCES
Hawkamah’s annual conferences have focused on key areas that bolster
corporate governance implementation in the region, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Value creation and corporate governance
Long-term profitability through accountability
Corporate governance and leadership excellence
Global financial crisis and implications to corporate governance reform
Implementation challenge of corporate governance frameworks
Emerging Middle East and the corporate governance imperative
Transparency in regional financial markets and family owned enterprises
Corporate governance and building efficient banking systems
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Creating Value through Governance – The Cases of State & Family Owned Enterprises

9th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Conference Overview
The conference explored the challenges facing group companies, such as role of their boards of directors, governance
structures, and risk management. It was evident throughout the discussions that group companies face unique challenges and
that their governance and risk management structures need to be carefully designed to address the needs that each specific
group has, given its own industry, level of maturity, and ownership structure.
H.E Mohammed Al Shehhi, Undersecretary for Economic Affairs in the Ministry of Economy of the UAE delivered the
keynote address. Over 150 top-level experts from the public and private sectors met and contributed in an exclusive
network of the region’s most influential business leaders.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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11 Nov 2014

Long-term Profitability Through Accountability
8th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Conference Overview
This conference explored how listed companies, banks, group companies, state-owned enterprises, family businesses
and their boards align their governance frameworks to face the twin challenge of profitability and accountability.

H.E Essa Kazim, the Governor of DIFC Authority delivered the keynote address at the opening conference. Over 150 toplevel experts from the public and private sectors met and contributed in an exclusive network of the region’s most
influential business leaders.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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24-25 Nov 2013

Corporate Governance Is Leadership Excellence
7th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Conference Overview
Under the theme “Corporate Governance is Leadership Excellence” the conference focused on the impact of
corporate governance on performance and sustainability of businesses, the wider economy and society.

Held under the patronage of H. E Eng. Sultan Al Mansouri, Minster of Economy UAE, at the Meydan Hotel in Dubai, the
conference was attended by over 250 leading governance practitioners, prominent business leaders and standard
setters from the region.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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31 Oct – 1Nov 2011

Words To Action: The Next Regional Corporate Governance
Challenge
6th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Conference Overview
Under the theme, “Words to Action: The Next Regional Corporate Governance Challenge” the conference reflected
the improvements of corporate governance frameworks in the MENA region through regulatory updates and the
development of corporate governance codes in almost all jurisdictions.
Held under the patronage of H. E Eng. Sultan Al Mansouri, Minster of Economy UAE, the conference assembled over 250
public and private participants from across the MENA region, including Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Morocco, Oman, Palestinian Authority, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Tunisia, Turkey, UAE and their counterparts
from Europe and the USA.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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31 Oct -1 Nov 2011

31 Oct – 1Nov 2010

A New Leaf: The Growth Of Corporate Governance In The Region
5th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference – Muscat, Oman
Conference Overview
Under the theme, “A New Leaf: The Growth Of Corporate Governance In The Region” the conference discussed how
regulators, investors and companies across the world and the region have responded to the financial crisis reassessing
the adequacy of their governance frameworks especially in areas of risk management, executive remuneration, and
board and shareholder responsibilities.
Held under the patronage of the Oman Capital Market Authority at the Bustan Hotel in Muscat, the conference
assembled over 350 public and private participants from across the MENA region.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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31 Oct -1 Nov 2010

9 – 10 Nov 2009

Emerging Middle East Markets and the Corporate Governance
Imperative
4th Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Conference Overview
The theme, of ‘Emerging Middle East Markets and the Corporate Governance Imperatives’ had been specifically
chosen to impart a sense of urgency regarding the adoption, strengthening and effective implementation of corporate
governance frameworks in the region in the upcoming post-crisis era.
Held at the Dubai International Financial Centre, the conference assembled over 150 public and private participants
from across the MENA region.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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9 – 10 Nov 2009

9 – 10 Nov 2008

Is the Region Becoming a Global Player?:
Corporate Governance and the Financial Crisis
3rd Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference – Doha, Qatar
Conference Overview
On November 9 to 10, 2008, Hawkamah’s annual conference bought together corporate governance practitioners,
regulators, and representatives of the public and private sectors to discuss the region’s pressing corporate governance
concerns under the theme: “Corporate Governance: Is the Region Ready to Become a Global Player”.
The Conference held at the Al Sharq, Ritz Carlton in Doha, highlighted the progressive measures taken by Qatar to
advance corporate governance. Leading organisations in Qatar had taken significant steps to raise governance standards.
The conference was attended by over 200 participants from the MENA region.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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9 – 10 Nov 2008

21 Nov 2007

Financial Markets and Corporate Governance
2nd Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Conference Overview
Held on 21 November 2007 , “Transparency in financial markets and in the regions family businesses” was the
theme of Hawkamah conference on corporate governance at the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) as part of
DIFC week
The Conference highlighted the importance of adopting the principles of management and structure in order to achieve
a professional level of communication with international regulations, supporting the sustainable growth in the region. It
was attended by over 400 participants from 15 countries.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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26 -27 Nov 2006

Towards Sound and Efficient Financial Markets and Banking
Systems
1st Hawkamah Annual Corporate Governance Conference
Conference Overview
Hawkamah held the MENA region’s first ever conference focusing on corporate governance at the Dubai International
Financial Centre (DIFC) on 26th – 27th November 2006, as part of the DIFC’s Finance Week.
Under the theme, “Towards Sound and Efficient Financial Markets and Banking Systems”
Hawkamah’s first conference were attended by over 150 participants from 15 countries and the conference highlighted
the importance of building sound and efficient financial markets and banking systems within the MENA region.
Some of the event’s Sponsors:
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SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES 2016
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Sponsorship Kit
Diamond
$75,000

Platinum
$50,000

Gold
$25,000

Lunch
$20,000

Silver
$15,000

Committed





Committed

Committed

Registration

25

15

10

4

4

Lunch

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

$25,000

$10,000

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Diamond

Platinum

Gold

Lunch

Silver

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes1

Yes

Brochure Advert

2 pages

1 page

1 page

1 page

1 page

Website Advert

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

2

1

-

-

1 Page BackCover Ad
(4 Issues)

1 Page Ad
(2 Issues)

1 page Ad
(1 Issue)

-

-

Number of Sponsors

Membership
Exhibition Area
Branding*
Marketing Collaterals

Additional Benefits
Corporate Governance Forum
Sponsorship
Hawkamah Journal Advert

* Branding: includes recognition of sponsorship category throughout the conference and marketing collaterals including press releases,
conference website, electronic conference brochure, e-shots, rollups, and backdrop.
1 Prominent display of logo during lunch.
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THANK YOU!
For more information, please visit
www.hawkamahconference.org
Contact us:
Hawkamah Institute for Corporate Governance
DIFC Gate Building, Level 14
P. O. Box 506767
Dubai, UAE
Tel: +9714 362 2555
Fax: +9714 362 2475
Website: www.hawkamah.org
Email: info@hawkamah.org
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